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Defensive Signals — Suit Preference 
When we’re on defense, we’re at a disadvantage compared to declarer: We can only see half of the assets at our disposal.  We can try to 

compensate for this by using the cards that we play to give partner information about our hand in order to  help guide the defense. 

 

Remember that there are several  necessary components that make defensive signaling effective, each of which requires practice and disci-

pline: 

• Give appropriate signals to partner 

• Pay attention to partner’s cards  

• Process and act on the messages that partner is sending to guide the defense. 

 

The most important message that we can give our partner is Attitude: Either I like the  suit led or I don’t.  Often, when Attitude signals don’t 

apply, the 2nd most useful message that we can give our partner is Count: I have an even number of cards in the suit or an odd number.  (I 

discuss these in separate handouts.) 

 

When neither Attitude nor Count apply, the final useful message that we can give partner is Suit Preference: Partner, if given the opportuni-

ty, please lead either the higher-ranking or lower-ranking suit (based on the card that I play). 

 

What does it mean that Attitude and Count don’t apply? I.e., when do Suit Preference Signals apply? 

• When the dummy has a singleton and will ruff the next  round 

• When the dummy makes it clear that continuing the suit can't be right 

• When you believe that partner has led a singleton and wants a ruff and you’re not winning the trick 

• When you’re leading a suit for partner to ruff 

• When partner knows that you hold all of the remaining cards in a suit. 

 

In each of these cases, you can express an opinion about which suit partner leads if they get in.  For example: 

• You may have a side ace that you can use to give partner a ruff 

• You may have a tenace over dummy that you’d like partner to lead through 

• You my have an entry that allows you to run your  long suit. 

 

The card that you play should suggest which suit partner should lead if given the opportunity: 

• A high card from you suggests to partner to lead the higher-ranking suit: Spades if it’s a candidate 

• A low card from you suggest to partner to lead the lower-ranking suit: Clubs if it’s a candidate 

• A middle card from suggests no preference.  (Note that this one can be subtle and can carry a specific message.  We’ll worry 

about the nuances in the future.) 

 

Usually there are just two suits in question, excluding the suit that was led and excluding the trump suit. 

 

By way of example, suppose that we’re defending 4S and partner leads the {2.  What’s your thinking with this hand? 

} 8 { A98643  [ A43  ] KT5 
 

It might be something along these lines: That lead sure looks like a singleton.  I’d like to win the trick, give partner a ruff and have partner 

return a diamond so that I can give partner another ruff. 

 

The question is, how do we tell partner to return a diamond?  The answer is to play the {9. at trick 2, your highest heart.  After partner 

ruffs, partner will lead back the highest suit that’s not hearts and not trumps: diamonds!  Swap your DA and CK and you’d return your low-

est heart in order to get a club back. 

 


